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This story by Leo Buscaglia is a warm, wonderfully wise and strikingly simple story about a leaf

names Freddie. How Freddie and his companion leaves change with the passing seasons, finally

falling to the ground with winter's snow, is an inspiring allegory illustrating the delicate balance

between life and death. The Fall of Freddie the Leaf is a warm and thought-provoking story and both

children and adults will be deeply touched by this inspiring book. This 20th anniversary edition of

this beloved classic has helped thousands of people come to grips with life and death.
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I read this book to my 6 year old daughter and 5 year old son the night their father died. As I

returned from the hospital, a neighbor gave me this book and it helped tremendously that evening. I

read it often to my children that first year after our loss. I am now a teacher researching children's

books on death for a Master's degree and I rediscovered this book. The Fall of Freddie the Leaf

should be a part of every primary classroom library.

Freddy, a maple leaf, is born in the spring, and grows to know his fellow leaves and his

surroundings. Although leaves superficially look the same, he learns and appreciates the subtle

differences between himself and each other leaf. He admires a larger leaf, Daniel. Daniel has a

deeper understanding of life and death. He helps Freddie understand each of his phases of life.



Finally, Daniel explains death and letting go.The book uses the gentle, concrete metaphor of the

annual changes in leaves on a tree to help anyone appreciate the different phases of life. Each leaf

leaves the tree differently: some drift down quietly, and others fiercely resist the tug of the wind. This

shows how each person approaches death differently. Freddy resists until he is withered and brown,

the last leaf on the branch. Finally he lets go and experiences a sense of peace.Although the

leaves, die each year, they are part of the tree which lives on, although even it has a finite life. the

book discusses the interconnecedness of life and death. however, it does not take a stand on the

specifics of a life after death.This would help children of a wide range of ages appreciate not only

death, but also the different phases of life. Each time Freddy the leaf changes with the seasons, it is

puzzling but he learns its value. He sees how the tree and the leaves have purpose. this helps one

see that life has purposes that may not be immediately obvious. This book is also moving for adults

who may be experiencing a life transition. I recommend that anyone, of any age take this book and

read it under a tree.

I used this book with a boy a worked with a few years ago. He was 9 at the time, and a close

relative had died. Before a colleague showed me the book, I struggled to find the right words to

comfort him with, to no avail. The experience was a first hand confrontation with the fact that our

culture generally has a great deal of difficulty dealing with the issue of death. Of all the books I've

read that attempt to help us deal with this problem, this one is the best.This simply, poignant story

about the changing of the seasons gave me a bridge to talk to the child and helped him make sense

of his loss. The language is simple enough for even a young child to understand. The pictures are

gorgeous. It helped him cope with and understand his loss. As well, he was inspired to read the

story to his classmates (this is a boy who previously hated reading) and it created a "teachable

moment" for the whole group.This book is one that I would reccommend to anyone who is in contact

with children. It would be an excellent addition to your personal library because it makes talking

about a difficult, painful subject a great deal easier.

My father passed away almost 4 years ago. I was 35 at the time. My mother's best friend bought

this book for me and it had such a profound impact that I now buy it for my friends when they find

themselves immersed in grief after the loss of a parent. We read it to our young children to help

them understand the cycle of life. A beautiful book.

THis is an EXCELLENT book! It simply explains the life cycle in a non-threatening way. The birth of



a leaf in early spring, followed by the growth, and eventual transformation in fall. It addresses the

reason for being. It shows many positives and contributions that you can have in life. Simple but

important contributions. This book softly and matter of factly addresses the end of life. It has a calm

and peaceful feel. What a tender approach to a difficult topic. It also introduces the cycle of life by

approaching spring as a new beginning. Life is part of death. Death as part of life. BEAUTIFULLY

WRITTEN! Great to read to children of any age. Great book to begin to prepare children for eventual

losses...even before they are expected.

This book stands out above any other book I ever read during my childhood. I did not realize how

important it was until I reached adulthood. My mother read this book to me when I was 10 years old.

It was the saddest but heart-warming story I've heard. It tought me about death and most

importantly a little more about life. I highly recommend this book to any parent.

I believe that The Fall of Freddie the Leaf is an excellent book for children dealing with the death of

a loved one. Honestly I haven't read the book in 9 years but I remember it well. When I was 10

years old my father was dying of colon cancer. The day my mother told my siblings and I (aged at

the time 5, 8, 10, and 12) that my father wouldn't make it she read us the book. I still remember the

book and how it helped us to understand why our daddy had to leave us. I would recommend this

book to anyone with children who are facing the death of someone close to them. It was very

memorable obviously because I still remember it to this day and give it a lot of credit in helping us to

understand death.
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